Stack ADT

(PEZ® candy dispenser)
ADTs

• An Abstract Data Type is an abstraction of a data structure: no coding is involved.

• The ADT specifies:
  - what can be stored in it
  - what operations can be done on/by it.

• There are lots of formalized and standardized ADTs (in Java).
ADTs

• For example, if we are going to model a bag of marbles as an ADT, we could specify that
  - this ADT stores marbles
  - this ADT supports putting in a marble and getting out a marble.

• In this course we are going to learn a lot of different standard ADTs. (stacks, queues, trees...)

• (A bag of marbles is not one of them.)
Stack

- A stack is a container of objects that are inserted and removed according to the last-in-first-out (LIFO) principle.
- Objects can be inserted at any time, but only the last (the most-recently inserted) object can be removed.
- Inserting an item is known as "pushing" onto the stack.
- “Popping” off the stack is synonymous with removing an item.
Stack

• A stack is an ADT that supports two main methods:
  - _push(o)_: Inserts object _o_ onto top of stack
  - _pop():_ Removes the top object of stack and returns it; _if the stack is empty then an error occurs_.

• The following support methods should also be defined:
  - _size():_ returns the number of objects in stack
  - _isEmpty():_ returns a boolean indicating if stack is _empty_.
  - _top():_ returns the top object of the stack, without removing it; _if the stack is empty then an error occurs_.

**Examples:**

- `push(3)`
- `push(6)`
- `push(4)`
- `push(1)`
- `pop()`
- `push(5)`
- `pop()`
- `pop()`
Examples:

\[3 + (4 - x) \times 7 + (y - 2 \times (2 + x)).\]
Examples:
Examples:

\[
( ( [ ) ] ) [ [ ] ] \} \} ]
\]

--- --- --- --- --- X since next symbol is ")" which doesn't match top
Examples:
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<!>  <HTML>  <HEAD>  <TITLE>  </TITLE>  </HEAD>  <BODY>  <center>  <H1>  </H1>  </center>  <HR>  <P>  <B>  </B>  <BR>  <HR>  <UL>  <P>  <A>  </A>  <BR>  <I>  </I>  <I>  <A>  </A>  </I>  <br>  . . .
Examples:

\[3 + (4 - 1) \times 7 + (6 - 2 \times (2 + 3))\]
Examples:

\[3 + (4 - 1) \times 7 + (6 - 2 \times (2 + 3))\]
3 + (4 - 1) * 7 + (6 - 2 * (2 + 3))
3 + (4 - 1) * 7 + (6 - 2 * (2 + 3))
Processing arithmetics

```plaintext
 t=gettoken()
 while type(t) ≠ eol do
   if type(t) = number then
   if type(t) = operator then
   if t = "(" then
   if t = ")" then
   t=gettoken()

 while not isemptyO() do
   op=popO()
   arg2=popA()
   arg1=popA()
   pushA(exec(arg1,op,arg2))
 return popA()
```
if type(t)=number then pushA(t)

if type(t)=operator then
  if prio(t) ≤ prio(topO())
    then op = popO()
    arg2 = popA()
    arg1 = popA()
    pushA(exec(arg1, op, arg2))
  pushO(t)
if \( t="(\) \) then pushO(t)

if \( t=")\) then
    op=popO()
    while op\(\neq\)"(" do
        arg2=popA()
        arg1=popA()
        pushA(exec(arg1,op,arg2))
        op=popO()
t=gettoken()
while type(t)≠eol do
  if type(t)=number then pushA(t)
  if type(t)=operator then
    if prio(t)≤prio(topO())
      then op=popO()
        arg2=popA()
        arg1=popA()
        pushA(exec(arg1,op,arg2))
      pushO(t)
  if t="(" then pushO(t)
  if t=")" then
    op=popO()
    while op≠"(" do
      arg2=popA()
      arg1=popA()
      pushA(exec(arg1,op,arg2))
      op=popO()
  t=gettoken()
while not isemptyO() do
  op=popO()
  arg2=popA()
  arg1=popA()
  pushA(exec(arg1,op,arg2))
return popA()
TI vs HP
Examples:

\[ 3 + (4 - 1) \times 7 + (6 - 2 \times (2 + 3)) \]